Finally, the summary for the algorithm of simultaneous arrival is given. The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective while satisfies real-time performance.
Introduction
Unmanned vehicles are widely used in many applications such as inspection [1] , rescue [2] , remote sensing survey and mapping [3] and strike [4] . Therefore, the related technologies need to be designed for the specific tasks to improve the autonomy in the vehicles. Formation control of multiple unmanned vehicles has drawn considerable interest in robotics researches [5] . Three kinds of approaches, including Leader-Wingman, Virtual Leader, and Behavioural Structures, are mainly used to achieve formation control. The detailed summary of these three formation control strategies can be found in [6] , [7] .
Although formation control has been investigated thoroughly, reconfiguration of a formation is studied in only a few literature, which aims to achieve the transformation from an initial formation configuration into a final configuration. Liao et al. used a potential field to produce a velocity for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to guarantee implementation of formation reconfiguration [8] . Similarly, Paul et al. combined a virtual leader approach with an extended local potential field to reconfigure a formation of groups of autonomous helicopters [9] . Kan et al. presented node-mapping strategy (NMS) and decentralized motion controller to give the solution to the problem of formation reconfiguration with identical agents [10] . Additionally, some researchers formulated formation reconfiguration as an optimal control problem and employed optimization methods to solve it. Lee et al. developed a combinatorial optimization approach for spacecraft formation reconfiguration [11] . Furukawa et al. presented the control parameterization and time discretization method to achieve time-optimal control of formation reconfiguration [12] . Huntington et al. utilized the Gauss pseudospectral method to achieve fuel-optimal control of spacecraft formation reconfiguration [13] . Acikmese et al. employed convex optimization to realize minimum-fuel or minimum-energy optimal control of multiple UAVs formation reconfiguration [14] . Zhang et al. developed a pigeoninspired optimization approach for formation reconfiguration [15] . Moreover, Duan et al. modelled formation reconfiguration as a parameter optimization problem, and utilized artificial intelligence algorithms, which included improved particle swarm optimization [16] , hybrid particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm [5] and closedloop brain storm optimization algorithms [17] , to solve formation reconfiguration of multiple unmanned systems.
In this paper, we mainly concentrate on simultaneous arrival planning for formation reconfiguration. 3-D path generation is employed for simultaneous arrival planning of multiple unmanned vehicles, and the purpose is that unmanned vehicles reach their respective poses simultaneously. Thus, simultaneous arrival planning of multiple vehicles can be used to solve formation reconfiguration. To guarantee the feasibility for simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles in 3-D space, several important issues need to be taken into account:
1. Meeting the unmanned vehicle's physical constraints. In 3-D space, the pitch angle is generally limited to a certain range for the vehicle safety, namely, the pitch angle at all points on the path must be constrained between its minimum and maximum angles. The acceleration constraint decomposed into centripetal acceleration and tangential acceleration should be taken into consideration. As the turning radius of the unmanned vehicle is closely related to its centripetal acceleration constraint, the minimum turning radius constraint is usually addressed instead of centripetal acceleration constraint. Analogously, the tangential acceleration constraint should be considered, which is within a confined region. Moreover, the vehicle velocity constraint should be satisfied. 2. Real-time performance.
Real-time performance of the algorithm for unmanned vehicles is an important metric, especially in dynamic uncertainty environments [18] , [19] . Sometimes, the path needs to be re-planned due to the dynamic uncertainties and changes in environment during the manoeuvre process. Simultaneous arrival planning should satisfy real-time computing requirement, especially for a group of unmanned vehicles at a high speed. Only some researchers have investigated simultaneous arrival of multiple vehicles using different types of smooth curves. Shanmugavel et al. used Pythagorean hodograph curves [20] and Dubins curves with clothoid arcs [21] as cooperative trajectories to achieve simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles. Dai et al. devised parameterized Cornu spirals for a group of vehicles to implement simultaneous arrival [22] . However, all the above methods are employed in 2-D space, and the main idea for simultaneous arrival is to generate paths with the same length on the assumption that the speed of each vehicle is the same. Namely, the methods can only be applied in case that the initial and final velocities of the vehicle are the same. Moreover, the unmanned vehicle's physical constraints except for the minimum turning radius one are not considered.
The aim of this paper is to design real-time simultaneous arrival planning for multiple unmanned vehicles by path generation. The proposed method can be adaptable to different configurations of initial and final velocities, and it can be used in 3-D space. Furthermore, the unmanned vehicle's physical constraints are addressed in the proposed method, which include the minimum turning radius, pitch angle, the tangent acceleration and velocity constraints. The trajectories for simultaneous arrival can be generated in real time.
Problem \ F ormulation and Solution Description

Problem F ormulation
It is supposed that there is no obstacle in 3-D space. Unmanned vehicles need to sail from their individual initial poses to the final poses. Assume that the initial and final poses are known values. The initial and final poses of the ith vehicle are represented by P s,i (x s,i , y s,i , z s,i , θ s,i , γ s,i ) and P g,i (x g,i , y g,i , z g,i , θ g,i , γ g,i ), respectively, where (x s,i , y s,i , z s,i ) and (x g,i , y g,i , z g,i ) denote the initial and final positions of the ith vehicle in the Cartesian coordinate frame, respectively, θ s,i and θ g,i are its initial and final heading angles, respectively, γ s,i and γ g,i are its initial and final pitch angles, respectively. The feasible trajectory for the ith vehicle from its initial pose to its final pose can be produced by path generation. This trajectory for the ith vehicle is represented by C i , whose length is represented by s i . Hence, the problem is formulated as follows:
where F s,i is the initial configuration of the ith vehicle, F g,i is the final configuration of the ith vehicle, v s,i and v g,i represent the ith vehicle initial speed and final speed, respectively. To achieve the simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles, the following equation constraint should hold:
where T i (i = 1, 2 . . . N) denotes the time which the ith vehicle spends to sail from the initial pose to the final pose. In a Cartesian coordinate frame (x, y, z), the path of the unmanned vehicle can be represented by the following equations:
where v is the vehicle speed, θ is the heading angle and γ is the pitch angle. The specific description of (3) can be found in [23] . It is assumed that all the vehicles are the same type, thus the values of physical constraints are fixed. Each vehicle trajectory C i should satisfy the below-mentioned physical constraints.
1. Geometric Constraints.
Trajectory geometric constraints are closely related to the vehicle physical ones [23] , and they include the pitch angle and turning radius constraints as follows:
where s a,i is the curvilinear abscissa for the 3-D path of the ith vehicle, γ i is the pitch angle of the ith vehicle trajectory, γ min and γ max are the minimum and maximum pitch angles, respectively, R i is the turning radius of the ith vehicle trajectory, and R min is the minimum turning radius. Here, the turning radius constraint is related to the centripetal acceleration constraint along the path. 361 2. Tangent Acceleration Constraint.
The tangent acceleration at any position along the path must be smaller than the maximal tangent acceleration, expressed by the following equation:
where a i is the tangent acceleration of the ith vehicle and a max is the maximum tangent acceleration.
3. Velocity Constraint.
where v i is the speed of the ith vehicle, v min and v max are the minimum and maximum velocities, respectively.
Solution Description
Our method is divided into two phases. The first phase is 3-D path generation, which can produce an effective (in terms of path length) and feasible path connecting an initial pose to a final pose for an unmanned vehicle. This path does not consider the speed but the turning radius and pitch angle constraints. The second phase is velocity planning, which is proposed within the constraints of tangent acceleration and velocity. Finally, unmanned vehicles could be guided by the smooth trajectories and velocity curves to reach their respective final poses simultaneously.
3-D Path G eneration
Recently, numerical approaches are applied for path generation [24] , [25] . Otherwise, another widespread approach is to apply different kinds of smooth curves for path planning, such as B-spline, Bezier curve and Dubins curve. In this paper, path generation based on Dubins and helix curves is proposed for simultaneous arrival planning. The initial and final poses of 3-D path are denoted by
To implement a smooth path between the initial and final poses with the turning radius and pitch angle constraints, the vehicle path is composed of five subpaths ς 1 − ς 5 in Fig. 1 . The 3-D path consists of three main components as follows: (1) The subpath ς 1 is the result of a pitch angle smoothing process, in which the heading angle is fixed and the pitch angle changes linearly from γ s to γ tran . (2) The subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 form a 3-D path based on Dubins and helix curves, and the pitch angle of the whole path is γ tran . (3) The subpath ς 5 is the result of another pitch angle smoothing process, in which the heading angle is fixed and the pitch angle changes linearly from γ tran to γ g . Subpaths ς 2 and ς 4 are helix curves, and the radii of their projections on the x − y plane are both R 2D .
Next, we introduce 3-D path based on Dubins and helix curves (see subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 in Fig. 1 ) and pitch angle smoothing which can produce subpaths ς 1 and ς 5 . 
The Path Based on Dubins and H elix Curves
The pitch angle on subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 is fixed, which is denoted by γ tran . The initial and final poses of the path based on Dubins and helix curves are denoted by P 0 (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , θ 0 , γ tran ) and P e (x e , y e , z e , θ e , γ tran ), respectively, where (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and (x e , y e , z e ) denote the initial and final positions of the path based on Dubins and helix curves in the Cartesian coordinate frame, respectively, θ 0 and θ e are its initial and final heading angles, respectively. The projection of the subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 on the x − y plane is a 2-D Dubins curve (a CSC path, where 'C' stands for an arc of a circumference and 'S' stands for a straight-line segment). The helix curve is applied to meet the pitch angle constraint. The four types of Dubins curves are shown in Fig. 2 , and the turning radius of the Dubins curves is R 2D . In [26] , it has been proved that the shortest path between the initial and final poses with minimum turning radius constraint in 2-D space is a CSC path, where 'C' stands for an arc of a circumference and 'S' stands for a straight-line segment (we assume that the distance between the two points on the x − y plane is bigger than 2R 2D ). Taking the red solid curve as depicted in Fig. 2 , for example, the curve description is given. The initial arc with a radius of R 2D (the first 'C') contains the point (x 0 , y 0 ) and the tangent direction of the arc at this point is determined 362 Fig. 2 ) is the tangent line between the initial arc and the final arc. Thus, the length of the 2-D Dubins curve (denoted by L 2D ) is computed as follows:
where α and β are marked in Fig. 2 .
n and γ tran are related to the parameters of the path based on Dubins and helix curves, which are:
Pitch Angle Smoothing
To solve the discontinuity of the pitch angle, subpaths ς 1 and ς 5 are added. As P 0 and P e are unknown, γ tran is not computed directly. Let γ t be the final pitch angle of ς 1 and the initial pitch angle of ς 5 . Firstly, γ t = γ 0 , where γ 0 is calculated by the following equation:
where L 2D0 is the length of 2-D Dubins curve on the x − y plane between the initial pose (x s , y s , θ s ) and the final pose (x g , y g , θ g ), and n 0 can be obtained by the following equation:
Then, P 0 and P e are determined and R 2D is computed by the following equation:
Thus, the pitch angle of subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 is obtained by (10) , but the discontinuity on the pitch angle still occurs at the junction between ς 1 and ς 2 , while occurs at the junction between ς 4 and ς 5 . In practice, let γ t = (γ tran + γ t )/2. Such a method is repeated less than five times, the discontinuity on the pitch angle can be almost eliminated [27] .
The planned path can be generated in real time, because only γ tran needs to be obtained by the search method, and the other parameters of the path are determined directly according to the related equations. Moreover, the search method for γ tran only needs limited cycles. 3-D path generation is based on the real-time dynamic Dubins-helix method proposed in our previous work [27] , [28] , where the real-time performance of path generation has been described and verified in detail. Four CSC paths can be selected as the projection of the path based on Dubins and helix curves on the x − y plane, and we choose the one which can make the generated 3-D path be the shortest. It generates a feasible path for each unmanned vehicle. To prevent the collision among the vehicles, no intersection between any two paths is considered. So, the turning radius of 2-D Dubins curve (denoted by R 2D ) should be expanded to avoid intersection once the intersection of the corresponding two paths exists. Note that owing to the real-time performance of path generation, the path can be re-planned by the proposed method once big transient disturbance occurs.
Velocity Planning
Based on 3-D path generation, a feasible and effective path realizing the smooth transition between an initial pose and a final pose is produced. It can also meet the physical and safe constraints. But the velocity is not taken into account. In this section, velocity planning is designed considering tangent acceleration and velocity constraints. Firstly, the computation of the shortest time and the longest time for the path of the ith vehicle is given.
The Shortest Time and the L ongest Time on Condition that s i is F ixed
The length of path C i connecting P s,i (x s,i , y s,i , z s,i , θ s,i , γ s,i ) to P g,i (x g,i , y g,i , z g,i , θ g,i , γ g,i ) can be obtained. Once s i is determined, the shortest time with velocity and acceleration constraints is discussed into three cases according to the two reference length values: s i,1 and s i,2 , which can be, respectively, calculated as follows:
In the case of s i < s i,2 , it is impossible to complete this feasible path for the ith vehicle because of the velocity and acceleration constraints. Therefore, the radius R 2D is
where t i,1 is calculated as follows:
Analogously, the longest time with velocity and acceleration constraints on condition that s i is fixed is also
where t i,3 can be given by the following equation:
Our task is to achieve simultaneous arrival at their respective final poses for the group of vehicles. Vehicles should arrive at their respective final poses using the shortest time. So, the largest value of t i,min is taken as simultaneous arrival time of multiple vehicles by the following equation:
Once satisfying (22) , it is feasible that the ith vehicle costs T min to arrive at P g,i by velocity planning:
where T max is defined as the minimum value of t i,max (i = 1 . . . N). Once T min > T max , the corresponding planned path is lengthened by increasing the radius R 2D to let T min = t i,max .
increased to lengthen the planned path. In the other two cases, the shortest time can be obtained as follows:
discussed into three cases according to two reference length values: s i,2 and s i,3 · s i,3 can be calculated as follows:
The longest time can be obtained as well in two cases
Velocity Planning Within the Tangent Acceleration and Velocity Constraints
Simultaneous arrival time of multiple vehicles (denoted as T min ) can be obtained by (21) , thus each velocity curve can be planned by velocity planning. Next, we introduce it in detail. Several variables are known for velocity planning: the initial velocity v s,i , the final velocity v g,i , the final arrival time T min and the path length s i . To satisfy these conditions, the following equations hold:
In addition, to meet the tangent acceleration and velocity constraints, we obtain:
For simplicity and practice, a direct method for velocity planning is considered as illustrated in Fig. 3 . It is discussed in four cases:
a max is selected as the acceleration of the vehicle. Thus, we obtain:
where v o,i , t 0 , t 1 are marked in Fig. 3 .
, by the derivation of (25) without the absolute value symbol and solving it, the parameters of the planned velocity curve can be obtained as follows:
2. Case 2: If s i /T min ≥ v s,i and s i /T min ≥ v g,i , by the derivation of the expression (25) without the absolute value symbol, we obtain:
The discriminant of (25) is given as follows:
By substituting (16) and (17) into (28), we obtain:
Through the analysis, we obtain:
and
so the parameters of the planned velocity curve can be obtained as follows:
Case 3 is similar to Case 1, and Case 4 is also similar to Case 2, thus they are omitted. As the parameters including v o,i , t 0 , t 1 , which determine the shape of the velocity curve, can be computed directly, the velocity curve is produced in real time. 
Summary
There are two steps to accomplish simultaneous arrival of multiple vehicles, which are 3-D path generation and velocity planning. The overall algorithm of the simultaneous arrival is depicted in Algorithm 1. Notice that 3-D path generation can produce an effective path when the distance between the initial and final poses on the x − y plane is larger than 2R min [27] .
6. Results
Simultaneous Arrival Simulations
The proposed method for simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles is evaluated by numerical simulations. The four unmanned vehicles 1-4 are selected to achieve simultaneous arrival from their respective initial configurations to final configurations. The geometric constraints are closely relevant to the vehicle's physical ones, and the convention between the two types of constraints is described in [23] . Here, the geometric constraints are chosen: age execution time is about 0.364 ms, which demonstrates that the proposed method can satisfy real-time performance. The following two points guarantee the real-time performance of the proposed method: (1) The smooth path can be produced in real time by path generation. The realtime computing performance of 3-D path generation has been described and validated in detail in [27] , [28] . (2) As the related parameters of velocity curve are calculated directly, velocity curve can also be computed in real time. The average planning time of a velocity curve is 26.83 μs. In fact, the execution time of velocity planning is only related to the number of unmanned vehicles (denoted by N ).
A set of data including the initial and final configurations of the four vehicles is selected as tabulated in Table 1 . Simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles is carried out. As depicted in Fig. 4 , the path of the ith 366 . It can be obviously seen that the unmanned vehicle path is smooth in terms of the heading angle and the pitch angle. From Fig. 5(b) , it is illustrated that subpath ς 1 is the initial process where the pitch angle changes linearly from γ s to γ tran . The path based on Dubins and helix curves composed of subpaths ς 2 − ς 4 , is the intermediate process, where the pitch angle is constant. Subpath ς 5 is the final process where the pitch angle changes linearly from γ tran to γ g . Moreover, the generated paths can satisfy the pitch angle constraint.
Then, velocity planning is implemented. t i,min and t i,max , which are calculated using (16) and (19) , respectively. Therefore, we obtain: T min = 28.82 s, T max = 78.47 s. Since T max = 78.47 s which satisfies (22) , the time of simultaneous arrival is determined, which is 28.82 s. Then, the related parameters of velocity planning are computed according to the relation v s,i , s i /T min and v g,i . Time history of the velocity of the ith vehicle is depicted in Fig. 5(c) , which shows that the vehicles could spend 28.82 s to sail along their respective generated paths, and arrive at their respective poses simultaneously. Furthermore, the velocity curves satisfy the velocity constraint as seen in Fig. 5(c) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented simultaneous arrival planning to solve formation reconfiguration problem. It can satisfy real-time demand. Additionally, the proposed method is adaptable to different configurations of initial and final velocities. The unmanned vehicle's physical constraints are addressed. The smooth path considering geometric constraints for each vehicle is produced by path generation. The shortest time and the longest time are deduced once the generated path is determined. Velocity curve within the constraints of tangent acceleration and velocity is designed by velocity planning. Hence, the simultaneous arrival of multiple unmanned vehicles can be realized. Simulations are conducted to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
